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Plastic strapping machine

A worldwide leader in the

development of superior strapping

systems since 1913, Signode

Packaging Systems introduces the 

LB-2000 with the highest available

speeds, most reliable performance

and lowest maintenance operation

of any general-duty strapping

machine on the market today.

Jam-resistant
technology

Up to 52
straps per
minute

Maintenance-
free

New
!



SIGNODE LB-2000


Plastic strapping machine

A new generation of strapping
systems from Signode

Enhance the quality and performance of your 
LB-2000 strapping machine with Signode Contrax

polypropylene strapping.
� Consistent width and gauge control
� Smooth, uniform surface
� Resists splitting
� Recovers when elongated
� Available in various break strengths
� Recyclable (ask about Signode’s 

recycling program)

Jam-resistant technology
The LB-2000 offers the most jam-resistant technology available 
in any plastic strapping machine today.

Unequalled speed
Cycling up to 52 straps per minute, the LB-2000 is the fastest 
standard machine in its class.

Automatic refeed
In the event of a non-completed feed, the machine automatically 
corrects itself.

Lubrication-free operation
The LB-2000’s self-lubricating design provides excellent durability 
and maintenance-free operation.

Variable tension
Tension is easy to adjust using a single tension dial. Once the 
desired maximum tension level is set, you can change to low 
tension and back again with the simple flick of a switch.

Fully accessible strap path
Machine and strapping head covers are easily removed or fully 
opened, making the strapping head completely accessible.

Portable design
Four heavy-duty swivel casters (two locking), robust machine
construction, compact design with space conserving dispenser and 
110 volt electrical requirements simplify machine relocation and set up.

No adjustments
This is the only strapping machine available with no internal adjustments.

Strap size
Easy to change from 5mm to 6mm polypropylene strapping. 
No special parts are needed for the conversion.

Made in the U.S.A.

Electric photo eye
Easily attached to the LB-2000, the photo eye triggers automatic strap
cycling. A switch on the photo eye enables you to select one strap,
continuous strapping or no straps.

Remote cycle switch
The portable cycle switch with heavy-duty 
magnetic backing can be positioned 
anywhere on or near the machine for 
the most convenient strap cycle activation.

LB-2000 Specifications

Production rate: Up to 52 straps per minute
Chute size: See illustration below
Minimum package size: 50mm x 25mm (2" x 1")
Strap tension: Adjustable up to 60 lbs.
Machine dimensions: 840mmW x 510mmL x
1400mmH (33"W x 20"L x 55"H), maximum height
Tabletop height: 865mm (34")
Electrical requirements: 110 volt, 60Hz
Shipping weight: 540 lbs.

Contrax plastic 
strapping

Options

1997 SIGNODE   AN ITW COMPANY   SPD1366  REV. 11-01  W

Chute dimensions:

Small chute Large chute
mm inches mm inches

A 600 23.75 730 28.75
B 420 16.75 420 16.75

3610 West Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025
1-800-323-2464

Table top width:
840mm (33")

A
B

Maximum 
height:

1400mm
(55")

Table top 
length:

510mm (20")

Table top
height:

865mm (34")
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